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Kaplan’s A Priori

0. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a renewed interest in the use of two-dimensional semantics in

epistemology, especially since David Chalmers employed the framework in an attempted proof of

dualism that has sparked a lot of debate (Chalmers 1996). Historically, the use of two-

dimensional modal logic in epistemology has its roots in formal developments in the semantics of

“now” on one hand, see Kamp (1971) and Vlach (1973) and informal considerations on the

relation of necessity, apriority, and analyticity like the ones expressed by Kripke’s famous

remarks in “Naming and Necessity” on the other. Kaplan’s definition of the a priori is perhaps

the most detailed combination of these two strands, given that it is embedded in a full-fledged

semantics of indexicals. It is also the earliest such attempt.1 Although Kaplan’s definition of the a

priori has been very influential (see e.g. Almog 1980, White 1982, Spohn 1997a,b), in recent

years it has mainly been regarded with scepticism (e.g. in Stalnaker 2001); and even proponents

of a two-dimensional approach to epistemology reject it (cf. Chalmers ms.)

Kaplan’s semantics2 derives from the observation that sentences containing indexicals like,

e.g. “I”, “now”, “here”, and “actually” receive their truth-values3 relative to the circumstances of

their respective utterances. They have, as Kaplan puts it, different truth-values in different

contexts of use. E.g. “I read” is true if you utter it now, dear reader, but false if whoever utters it

does not read. The first utterance takes place in a context where the subject of the context reads,

                                                
1 The paper, Kaplan (1989), was written in 1977, and based on a course given 1971. For similar ideas see

Stalnaker (1978), Davies & Humberstone (1980).
2 A short introduction to Kaplanian semantics can be found in sec.9, p.25f. below. For a more comprehensive

introduction, see e.g. Zimmermann (1991).
3 and even their very truth-conditions
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the second utterance in a context where she does not read. Now Kaplan defines an a priori truth

to be a sentence that is true in every context. There is something to that; truth in every context

seems to be connected to the idea of being inevitably true, come what experiences may.

Examples of sentences that are predicted to be a priori include (1)-(3) below.

(1) Everything is as it actually is.

(2) I exist.

(3) I am now here.

There is again some intuitive plausibility to the idea that these sentences are a priori; often

their apriority is simply accepted without argument4 (see e.g. Peacocke and Boghossian in the

introduction to their recent volume (2000)). I think (1)-(3) are indeed a priori in a natural sense

of the word. Still one should be able to explain in which sense and why.

Unfortunately, Kaplan’s own explanation of their apriority, based on his above definition

and his semantics of indexicals, is less than satisfactory. Consider the definition. First, as a purely

semantic redefinition of the traditional notion of independence of experience, it simply seems to

miss the point. Surely, apriority ought to be defined in terms of epistemological notions! Second,

Kaplan thinks that the validity of this definition is restricted to a very special range of examples.

He explicitly excludes sentences with proper names, cf. Kaplan (1989) pp. 562-63; one may also

add natural kind terms. According to Kaplan, e.g.

                                                
4 David Chalmers (p.c.) denies that “I exist” is a priori, because it is something he knows via some kind of

experience, namely introspection. – While the cogito may be a way to infer one’s existence from an empirical
premise, this does not exclude that one is already ideally committed to believing that one exists before,
independently of experience. Now I think the question of the apriority of (2) is a question of what one is ideally
committed to believing and that, therefore, Chalmers’ objection is not pertinent.
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(4) Hesperus is Phosphorus

is true in every context, although it is not a priori. This indicates that the alleged definition is

rather a characterisation that is supposed to be evaluated in the lights of some background notion

of the a priori. Characterisations could well come out false; definitions couldn’t. Now Kaplan

himself seems to admit it is false, since a partially adequate characterisation is a partially

inadequate one. Third, the treatment of his core examples (2) and (3) rests on dubious semantic

constraints, roughly, that the subject of a context is required to exist at the time and at the place of

the context (see below p.27). To adopt these constraints comes down to taking (2) and (3) as

meaning postulates. Given Kaplan’s conception of logic (roughly, logical truth is equated with

apriority), this means that (2) and (3) are decreed to be a priori rather than predicted to be so.

Therefore the whole two-dimensional apparatus looks rather superfluous.

Additionally, the empirical adequacy of Kaplan’s underlying semantics itself is questionable.

First, even in the case of paradigm indexicals sometimes reference is not determined by the

context of utterance as Kaplan predicts, but rather by some other context, either anaphorically

related to the context of utterance (see e.g. Kamp&Reyle 1993 for the case of “now”), or being

the result of a contextual shift effected by some intentional operator (see e.g. Cresswell 1990 for

“actually”). Fortunately, this problem does not concern our core examples, because these do

neither consist of complex discourse, nor of modally embedded indexicals; therefore, I shall

ignore it in the following. Second, more importantly, Kaplan’s semantics is unable to deal with

the phenomenon of occurrence-dependence (multiple occurrences of one and the same indexical
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receiving different referents within one and the same sentence).5 This problem is more grave,

because, unfortunately, those relatives of Kaplan’s semantics that can deal with the problem do

not go together well with his definition of apriority. E.g. tokenreflexive semantics (e.g. Perry

1997) is committed to saying that „I talk“ is true in every context.6 Third, there are utterances of

negations of (2) and (3) which look true.7 This is indeed serious. It indicates that Kaplan should

retract the very semantic constraints that led to the prediction that (2) and (3) are true in every

context!

Given all this, it seems we have as yet no satisfactory account of the apriority of (1)-(3).

Such an account should be independent of problematic features of Kaplanian semantics and based

on an explication of the a priori in terms of epistemological notions instead of only semantic

ones. Finally it should predict that neither (4) nor “I talk” are a priori. In the first part of the

paper I will sketch such an account. The core idea is simple to express: (1)-(3) are known in

virtue of semantic competence, while (4) is not. It is less easy to fill in the details. E.g. I have to

deal with the problem that semantic knowledge is metalinguistic, while e.g. those pieces of

knowledge a priori I am interested in are not. One can infer non-metalinguistic pieces of

knowledge and belief from metalinguistic ones with the help of certain principles of disquotation,

though; I will propose suitable such principles, especially also one that allows to deal with

perspectivals (indexicals that introduce a personal perspective, like, e.g. “I”, “here”, and “now”).

The notion of truth in every context does not appear in that first part at all, simply because

there, I will try to steer clear of any commitment to Kaplan’s theory. Yet, there is at least some

plausibility to the idea that truth in every context leads to apriority. If one wants to explore this

                                                
5 E.g. “this is older than this” (Lewis 1970). Arguably all examples of occurrence-dependence involve a

demonstrative or a demonstratively used indexical. Kaplan tries to deal with such examples by way of a strategy of
disambiguation that is, nevertheless, not satisfactory, cf. Garcia-Carpintero (1998).

6 cf. also occurrence-interpretation (von Stechow 1979)
7 cf. p.27 below
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idea, the notion of context has to be made precise within a semantic theory, and Kaplan’s is the

obvious choice. Therefore, in a second part, I will investigate how the account of the first part can

be combined with Kaplanian semantics. If we marry that semantics with a fairly standard

semantics of belief, we are actually able to show that truth in every context implies apriority for

the intended range of applications of Kaplan’s characterisation of the a priori. Thereby, we

obtain a justification of Kaplan’s characterisation in epistemological terms. This also serves to

show that the appeal to truth in every context in an account of the apriority of Kaplan’s core

examples (2) and (3) need not be as empty as his use of the abovementioned semantic constraints

suggests. Indeed it is an important feature of my account that I do not employ these constraints at

all; Kaplanian semantics may well do without them (and it should, given they seem to be wrong).

I The semantic conception of the a priori

1. Varieties of the a priori

Apriority is independence of experience; that much ought to be uncontroversial. Our task is

now to spell this out in a way that suits our examples. Of course, how a vague pre-theoretical

notion is made precise is always to a certain extent a matter of choice.8

E.g. the predicate “a priori” is used to apply to various things. E.g. Kant applied it to pieces

or acts of knowledge (Erkenntnisse), to judgments, concepts, intuition, and sometimes even to

sentences. Kaplan applies it to sentences.

                                                
8 See Carnap’s theory of explication (Carnap 1962, pp.3-8) for a clear statement why and to which extent this is

a matter of choice.
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I think we should take knowledge as basic, because it seems more natural to me to define the

apriority of sentences in terms of a priori knowledge instead of doing it the other way round. So

let us say

<S> is a priori if, and only if, it can be known a priori that S.9

Now what is a priori knowledge? This again can be spelled out in various ways. One may

understand independence of experience in a genetic way. In such a sense an item of knowledge of

a particular agent is a priori if and only if experience did not intervene in its acquisition. The

notion is notoriously difficult to apply, because often alleged cases of knowledge a priori

presuppose the acquisition of certain pieces of linguistic knowledge, and experience is certainly

involved in the latter process. Or one can understand independence of experience in terms of

whether the item of knowledge holds true independently of how the world turns out to be (or

independently of what experience may tell us about the world). This second sense tastes of

incorrigible knowledge; it has thus become less popular these days.10

One might also say that a priori knowledge is knowledge in virtue of things that do not fall into

the realm of experience. This is the way we will pursue here. E.g. Kantian knowledge a priori

may be understood as knowledge that we already possess solely in virtue of being able to

                                                
9 This is really a definitional schema, where you can yield particular instances by filling in appropriate values

for “S”. Throughout the paper I will use uppercase letters for schematic variables and <S> to indicate that whatever
substitutes “S” is to be put in quotes.

10 There may be a sense of this proposal that is perfectly o.k. and not even in conflict to what I am going to say
in the following. When discussing these matters one has to distinguish the unrevisability of a sentence given a certain
meaning from the unrevisability of a sentence understood as linguistic form. The former does not seem so bad to me.
It does not preclude that it may be rational to revise your judgement (even if this implies a change of meaning of the
sentence), see Grice&Strawson (1965).
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experience. We will use a more modest “in virtue”, here. We will use knowledge in virtue of

semantic competence. 11

2. Knowledge in virtue of semantic competence

In the remainder of this part I will elaborate on the following basic idea.

A knows a priori that S if, and only if, A knows that S in virtue of A’s semantic

competence.

What does “in virtue” mean? Usually this notion is understood in terms of supervenience.

Supervenience is, as David Lewis has put it, a denial of independent variation (Lewis 1983).

Properties P supervene on properties Q if, and only if, there are no two possible individuals that

differ wrt. P but not with respect to Q. To take Lewis’s example, the beauty of statues supervenes

on their size, shape and colour, i.e. no two possible statues could differ in beauty without

differing in size, shape, or colour. This also means that if a possible individual has a certain

combination of the Q-properties, then this entails the particular combination of the P-properties

of the individual. The particular degree of beauty of a statue is entailed by the particular

combination of size, shape and colour of the statue. Supervenient properties enter the world, as

Frank Jackson has put it, by entailment (Jackson 1998).

                                                
11 I do not claim any originality, here. I rather think that this conception of the a priori may well be identified,

on rational reconstruction, as the implicit informal conception behind Kaplan’s account. Apriority understood as
what ordinary competent speakers know is also conception of the a priori  used in Soames (2002); on at least on one
occasion (p.10) this is even termed “knowledge in virtue of semantic competence”. Likewise, Jackson (2000),
treating apriority as a property of sentences, defines an a priori true sentence to be “one such that understanding it is
sufficient for being able to see that it is true.” (p.324)
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So knowledge in virtue of semantic competence should be understood as knowledge

supervenient on semantic competence. It is a sort of knowledge you are guaranteed to possess

when you possess a certain piece of semantic competence. Now there is hardly ever a guarantee

that we know something explicitly (we know something explicitly only if we are ready to assent

to it). E.g. sometimes we fail to draw the most basic of logical implications from a given piece of

knowledge. And sometimes we also fail to hold things true we ought to, given the semantic

competence we are ready to display in other cases. It seems unlikely, therefore, that there is any

automatism that connects our (implicit) semantic knowledge and items of our explicit knowledge.

This means, if explicit knowledge were meant our explication of the a priori in terms of

supervenience would be never met. The explication would be pretty uninteresting, then. It would

also contradict a widespread assumption, namely that there are indeed pieces of a priori

knowledge. – In order to avoid these difficulties and provide a fruitful explication, I will switch

from explicit knowledge to a kind of implicit knowledge, namely ideal rational knowledge.12 This

is the kind of knowledge you ideally rationally possess, or the kind of knowledge you would

explicitly possess if you were an ideal rational agent. Make your explicit knowledge coherent

with your implicit knowledge. Then draw from your (explicit and implicit) knowledge every

conclusion that can be drawn on the basis of your semantic competence. The resulting set of

conclusions is, what we will, in the following, consider as your ideal rational knowledge.13 Since

among items of ideal rational knowledge, there are automatic links, we can now hope that our

supervenience a priori is an interesting notion after all.

                                                
12 The term “ideal rational knowledge” has been borrowed from Chalmers (2002). For a defence of the notion

of implicit knowledge, see Stalnaker (1991).
13 Strictly speaking there are many ways to make incoherent knowledge coherent, even if one tries to retain as

much, or as much of importance, as possible. Therefore there is a considerable indeterminacy as to what your
implicit knowledge consists in. For reasons of simplicity, we are going to ignore this difficulty in the following,
though.
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Now let’s turn to semantic competence. Some think of competence in terms of a division of

our knowledge into two parts, a semantic and an empirical one. The problem is that such a

division is not to be found in reality. E.g. we learn by the method of examples. Small children

may learn the concept of a watch by being shown particular watches. But that the thing on the

mantelpiece is a watch is certainly not a semantic fact, although it may play a decisive part in the

acquisition of the meaning of “watch”. It is also a futile enterprise to try to analyse our

knowledge into purely semantic and purely empirical pieces. Ask someone to produce the purely

semantic facts about watches she knows!

In fact the notion of semantic competence does not presuppose such a neat division of our

knowledge. Semantic competence is an ability to use words in a certain way. (This does not rule

out it is a kind of knowledge.) This ability may be holistically implemented. It may be an ability

we possess in virtue of other things, where the other things may well include specific items of

empirical knowledge. Now this is why I don’t want to say that A’s knowledge a priori is

knowledge A possesses in virtue of the specific way A knows the meanings she does. This would

make many things a priori, indeed too many, since A’s semantic competence may partly be

determined by A’s empirical knowledge. With that term I’d rather like to refer to the fact that A

knows the meanings of the words she does.

But what does semantic competence mean? – I need not give an explication here, at least in

this part14; we understand that notion fairly well. There are clear-cut cases where people possess

certain pieces of semantic competence and clear-cut cases where they don’t. E.g. someone who

knows that utterances of “I” always refer to the speaker is a competent speaker of “I”. And

                                                
14 See sec.11 below for an account of semantic competence in terms of knowledge de re. But keep in mind

nothing in this first part of the paper depends on the details of that account.
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someone who does not know that is not a competent speaker of “I”. With other terms there is

much more leeway; Tyler Burge reminds us that very little is required for being a competent

speaker of many common nouns, cf. his well-known case of “arthritis” (Burge 1979). Similar

things apply to names. You may yourself be involved in an act of baptising. Or you may have

never seen the individual and simply hook on to an existing name-using practice. But both cases

are clear-cut cases of semantic competence with regard to the name.15

Given all this, I can finally express summarise my explication. For reasons of simplicity let

us confine ourselves to cases where only knowledge of the meaning of the complement sentence

of “believe” in the respective belief ascription is relevant.16

A knows a priori that S if, and only if,

(i) A knows that S;

(ii) A knows the meaning of <S>;

(iii) every possible individual who knows the meaning of <S> also knows that S.17

3. Disquotational beliefs

Are there things that are known a priori in the above sense? – Of course there are. E.g. if an

individual knows the meaning of (1) she also knows that (1) is true, and hence that everything is

as it actually is.

                                                
15 Cases of semantic incompetence with respect to a name are sparse. If you don’t know the name, this is not a

case of semantic incompetence. But still, if you lack the distinguishing knowledge for several different names of the
same form, then you lack semantic competence (e.g. if you know that there is a name of the form “Napoleon” but
that name could refer, as far as you know, either to a brandy or an emperor). Some basic knowledge is also required
for being a competent user of terms like “arthritis”. I doubt, e.g., that anyone who does not know that it is a name of
an illness may count as competent.

16 This means the explication as it stands cannot deal with cases where the subject speaks a language different
from the language used in the ascription, or cases of de re ascriptions of knowledge a priori.

17 Again this is a definitional schema, where one yields particular instances by filling in appropriate values for
“A” and “S”.
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It is another question how to account for cases like this. One has to be careful, here. One has

to distinguish between knowing that S and knowing things about <S>. Prima facie, semantic

competence only implies knowledge about sentences, e.g. knowledge of the meaning of (1)

implies knowledge that (1) is true. Therefore, the problem is how to derive knowledge that S

from knowledge about <S>, e.g. knowledge that everything is as it actually is from knowledge

that (1) is true. I do not question the possibility of such an inference; above I have simply made it,

and in fact we do it all the time. But in order to develop a general account of why certain

sentences are a priori, we need to uncover the general principles behind this practice.

 Knowledge that a certain sentence is true is not the only case of metalinguistic knowledge

we will discuss. Later on we will need further varieties, and it will prove difficult to uncover the

principles we need for an account of apriority there. But in this special case the required principle

is easy to find. However we will first discuss the perhaps even easier related question how certain

beliefs about <S> can be sufficient for belief that S. The question whether we can also infer

knowledge that S will be discussed in sec.5.

From belief that a certain sentence <S> is true we may indeed derive the belief that S, by the

following rule of disquotation in belief contexts, “Disquotation” for short.18

Disquotation

A believes that <S> is true & A knows the meaning of <S>

________________________________________________

A believes that S

                                                
18 The reader should be warned, though, that in the literature about belief, the name “disquotational principle”

is usually taken to refer to Kripke’s (1979) principle “[I]f a normal English speaker, on reflection, sincerely assents
to ‘p’, then he believes that p” Kripke (1979), p.112f.
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This rule can indeed claim intuitive validity. If somebody does not believe that S, he cannot

both be a competent user of <S> and believe that <S> is true. As an example for the application

of the rule take again (1) above. I believe that “everything is as it actually is” is true. I am also a

competent user of that sentence. Therefore, by Disquotation, I believe that everything is as it

actually is. This finally justifies our intuitive assessment of the example at the beginning of this

section.

4. Disquotation and perspectival change

What I have said so far cannot be the whole story. This is so because we are aiming at an

account of apriority that encompasses abritrary sentences, in particular also sentences that contain

perspectivals (perspectival sentences for short), witness (2) and (3). But, to them, Disquotation

does not apply, because it is simply misplaced to predicate truth of these sentences at all. Is the

sentence “I am wonderful” true? – The question has no determinate answer, at least without any

additional contextual clues. Strictly speaking we can only ask whether a particular utterance of

that sentence expresses a true proposition, or whether that sentence expresses a truth in a certain

context. The problem does not go away if the sentence with the indexical appears inside a belief

ascription. Do I believe that the sentence “I am wonderful” is true? – The question has no

determinate answer. I can believe that a certain utterance of that sentence is true, but this does not

help in the present case. Knowledge a priori is based on knowledge about sentences, not

knowledge about utterances. Remember that we are interested in ideal rational knowledge a

priori . This kind of knowledge concerns even sentences that may have never been uttered as far

as the subject knows.
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I conclude that we need further principles like Disquotation in order to be able to treat

sentences like (2) and (3). We will first try to find a principle that justifies the transition from a

certain kind of belief about a sentence <S> that contains a perspectival to belief that S. Then,

after we have also addressed the question how to derive knowledge from such cases of belief, we

will turn to the task of generalising our explication.

So what can replace reference to truth in Disquotation? I propose the following. Let us say

that <S> would apply to A’s situation if, and only if it holds that if A had uttered19 <S> in her

situation, the proposition expressed would have been actually true.20 Obviously, this notion can

also be applied to perspectival sentences. E.g. sentence (2) above would apply to my situation: if

I were to utter (2), I would express a proposition that is actually true. – Interestingly, ‘to apply to

A’s situation’ is not a generalisation of the notion of truth. E.g., (1) is a sentence that is true but

would not apply to my situation, as I have defined the term. It would not, at least as long as I do

not actually utter that sentence. If I were to utter that sentence, it would express a proposition that

implies that I utter it (it would express the proposition that everything is just like in the world

where I utter the sentence). But this proposition is false in the actual world, where I do not utter

(1). – This also means we will not try to replace Disquotation, but rather to add another rule that

can deal with those cases that cannot be dealt with by Disquotation.

How will the notion be employed? Can we simply exchange it for the notion of truth in

Disquotation? The following would be the result.

                                                
19 Utterances are to be understood as linguistic acts, here. This is meant to exclude cases of utterances (in the

sense of mere speech-production events) that are recorded and intended to be used for later utterances (in the sense of
linguistic acts).

20 I took this kind of reference to the actual truth of what counterfactual utterances would have expressed from
Haas-Spohn (1995), p 78. There it is used in an attempt to extend Kaplanian meanings to contexts where no utterance
of the relevant expression takes place. I do not think, though, that Kaplanian meanings are thus projected from some
core examples, or that they are in need of any justification in terms of counterfactual utterances at all. For further
discussion see below fn.30.
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 Disquotation#

A believes that <S> would apply to her situation & A is competent

______________________________________________________

A believes that S

Disquotation# can easily be shown to be invalid. If A believes that “I am wonderful” would

apply to her situation, we cannot conclude that A believes that I am wonderful.21 We should

rather infer that A believes that she is wonderful. The problem is of a general nature. It is that in

belief ascriptions, you usually have to take two perspectives into account, that of the subject and

that of the ascriber. The change of indexicals in disquoting beliefs simply marks the transition

from the former to the latter.

So, if we want to avoid the problem that made Disquotation# invalid, we should avoid this

change of perspective. We should restrict ourselves to a case where such a change does not occur.

Let’s restrict ourselves to first-person ascriptions.

Egocentric Disquotation

I believe that <S> would apply to my situation & I know the meaning of <S>

______________________________________________________________

I believe that S

                                                
21 The example is adapted from an example found in Kripke (1979).
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Egocentric Disquotation is not troubled by the change of perspective any more. And it is

intuitively valid. If I don’t believe that S, how can I possibly believe that if I were to utter <S> I

would say something that is true of my actual situation, given that I know what <S> means?

Examples of sentences that I believe to apply to my situation are (2) and (3) above. Take (2).

I believe that “I exist” applies to my situation, because I believe that, if I were to utter “I exist”, I

would say something that is actually true. Furthermore I am a competent speaker of (2).

Therefore, by Egocentric Disquotation, I believe that I exist.22

5. From belief to knowledge

I have taken the principle of Disquotation and the principle of Egocentric Disquotation to

show that I believe that everything is as it actually is, that I exist, and that I am now here. Do I

also know these things? Intuitively, I feel fully justified in saying so. But whether one can give a

theoretical account that justifies the transition from belief to knowledge in question depends on

one’s theoretical conception of knowledge. Therefore, let me briefly review some such

conceptions. It turns out that we encounter at least no theories that would deny the correctness of

the transition.

                                                
22 Again, the principle of Egocentric Disquotation bears some similarity to a principle discussed in Kripke

(1979). It is the principle of strong disquotation, “[a] normal English speaker who is not reticent will be disposed to
sincere reflective assent to ‘p’ if and only if he believes that p.” (ibid. p.113). Again this principle links speech (-
dispositions) to belief and not one kind of belief to another. The principle is meant to be restricted to sentences that
contain no indexicals. The direction from right to left seems to be wrong (e.g. de re belief characteristically is not
accompanied by a disposition to assent). But even the other direction of the principle seems to be invalid, witness the
following counterexample. Jim believes that nobody ever talks; hence he does not believe that sometimes somebody
talks. Nevertheless he is still disposed to assent, on reflection, to “Sometimes somebody talks” (because such an
utterance constitutes a self-fulfilling prophecy). We can safely assume that a person who reasons that way
understands what he would assent to. Therefore we already have a case where the principle predicts belief where
there is, in fact, none. – It does not help to point out that Jim is not a normal believer; having strange beliefs does not
tell against being a normal speaker. Anyway, an explication of the a priori in terms of what normal people believe
would not be very attractive, so even if the above reply were correct, the principle would be uninteresting for our
purposes.
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a. Knowledge is true belief. According to some authors, all we can say about knowledge if

we are dealing with ideal rational notions is that knowledge equates true belief (see e.g. Sartwell

1992). But then, I also know (1)-(3), because I believe them, and what I believe here is true.

b. + reliable reason. According to Unger 1968 we know that S if and only if it is not at all

accidental that our belief that S is right. But if you believe in virtue of your semantic competence,

it is not at all accidental that you are right, because the meaning itself suffices to make the belief

in question a true one.

c. Realistic theories of knowledge. Current epistemological theories are often not applicable

to ideal rational knowledge at all. Instead they are concerned with items of realistic explicit belief

and knowledge, and with how we actually come to know the latter. This holds for most current

coherentist and reliabilist notions. Reliable process theories (See e.g. Goldman 1986), e.g., are

concerned with explicit knowledge yielded by real cognitive processes. Coherentism is mostly

understood in terms of inferences we actually make among our explicit beliefs. Even Keith

Lehrer’s version of coherentism, which is concerned with belief in the sense of certain functional

acceptance states (roughly, dispositions to think, infer, and act, see Lehrer (2000)) is concerned

with those acceptance states we are actually in, in contradistinction to dispositions only ideal

rational counterparts of ourselves have. That is why his theory knowledge does not lead to logical

omniscience (see Lehrer (1989), p.271-72); no realistic theory of knowledge should.23 Now

realistic theories of knowledge are simply besides the point for our question whether my ideally

rationally believing (1)-(3) suffices for ideal rational knowledge.

In the following I will assume that every application of our principles to (1)-(3) yields not

just belief, but also knowledge. Of course not just applications with me as the subject of belief.
                                                

23 Thanks to Erik Olsson for help with Lehrer’s theory.
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E.g. if you believe that (1) is true, you do not only believe that everything is as it actually is, you

also know this. And if you believe that (2) would apply to your situation you are not only entitled

to say “I believe that I exist”, you are also entitled to say “I know that I exist”.

6. Apriority and perspectival change

In sec.4, I have shown how to replace the principle of Disquotation in the presence of

perspectivals. The replacement is restricted to first-person self-ascriptions of belief. But this can

hardly do. First we want to say that <S> is a priori if, and only if, some possible individual knows

a priori that S. This is a third-person knowledge ascription. Second, already the third clause of

our explication of a priori knowledge (p.10) is put in terms of third-person knowledge.

You might think we should look for still more general principles of ascription. Fortunately

we can get what we desire cheaper. It turns out that it was a mistake that our explication of a

priori  knowledege and our definition of the apriority of sentences contained an appeal to

ordinary third-person ascriptions in the first place. Let me explain.

Suppose I know a priori that I exist. By the abovementioned third clause this implies that

every possible individual who knows the meaning of “I exist” also knows that I exist. But this is

nonsense; a lot of possible individuals fail to know of my existence. Hence, our explication

predicts that I don’t know (2) a priori and that sentence (2) is not a priori. Analogous things hold

for example (3). But being perspectival does not make (2) and (3) a posteriori. Something is

wrong with our explication. (But apart from the problem with perspectivals, our above

explication of the a priori seems to be perfectly alright. Therefore, let us for take it to be

restricted to cases without perspectivals.) The source of the problem is again that, when we move

from first-person to third-person ascriptions, we exchange pronouns in perspectival sentences in a
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way that marks a change of perspective. But when we are interested in which items of my

knowledge supervene on my competence, i.e. which items of knowledge I share with arbitrary

competent speakers, we are interested in items of knowledge regarded from the same subjective

perspective.

Let us say that A knows* that S if x is entitled to a first-person knowledge ascription of S,

or, in the terminology introduced above, if “I know that S” would apply to A’s situation.

Knowledge* is knowledge, regarded from the perspective of the subject.

E.g. Anne knows* that I exist, i.e. “I know that I exist” would apply to her situation, i.e. if

she said “I know that I exist”, she would say something that is actually true.

Given knowledge*, we can now define knowledge* a priori in terms of knowledge*, in a

way perfectly analogous to the definition of knowledge a priori in sec.2. Since knowledge* is

knowledge, only from a subjective perspective, this still is an explication of knowledge* a priori

in terms of knowledge in virtue of competence.

A knows* a priori that S if, and only if,

(i) A knows* that S;

(ii) A knows the meaning of <S>;

(iii) every possible individual who knows the meaning of <S> also knows* that S.
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E.g. every possible individual who knows the meaning of “I exist” also knows that “I know

that I exist” would apply to his situation; hence such an individual knows* that I exist. Therefore,

Anne, who knows the meaning of “I exist”, also knows* a priori that I exist.

One might try to define knowledge ascriptions from knowledge* ascriptions, given the

locations in time, space and modal space of both ascriber and knower24; and ascriptions of

knowledge a priori should in principle be derivable from ascriptions of knowledge* a priori,

likewise. This should in principle be feasible, unfortunately I am not able to offer a full solution,

here. There are some classes of cases, though, where I can already say how to make the transition

from one to the other without having to go into messy details. E.g. it holds that I know that S if,

and only if, I know* that S. Therefore, I know a priori that S if, and only if, I know* a priori that

S. Furthermore, if S contains no perspectivals, then A knows* that S if, and only if, A knows that

S. But then, the explication of the a priori given in sec.2, restricted to such sentences, turns out to

be a special case of the above definition of knowledge* a priori.

Finally we need to redefine what it is for a sentence to be a priori in terms of knowledge*.

<S> is a priori if, and only if there is a possible individual who knows* a priori that S.

E.g. “I exist” is a priori, because Anne knows* a priori that I exist.

Since knowledge* a priori is still knowledge in virtue of semantic competence, only from a

subjective perspective, the above is still is a definition of apriority for sentences that conforms to

                                                
24 The dependence on the respective location is illustrated by the following example. Jim knows* that Alfred is

here, and Jim and I share the same location, then I can infer that Jim knows that Alfred is here. However, if Jim’s
location differs considerably from mine, I can only infer that Jim knows that Alfred is there.
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our basic idea (p.7). Furthermore, the definition in sec.2 (restricted to non-perspectivals) turns out

to be a special case of the one above. Hence, the explications of apriority and of the sentence-a

priori  in this section reserve the spirit of their predecessors.

7. Applications

With the above definitions in mind, we can finally treat our sample sentences.

(1) can be shown to be a priori; most of the ingredients of such an argument were already

mentioned above.

First, I know that everything is as it actually is (cf. sections 3,5). Second, I know the meaning of (1). Indeed, third,

every possible agent who knows the meaning of (1) believes that (1) is true, and hence, by Disquotation, believes

that everything is as it actually is (sec.3). Given what I have said in sec.5 we are able to derive that every possible

agent knows that everything is as it actually is. Hence, I know a priori that everything is as it actually is in the sense

of sec.2. It follows that I also know* it and that (1) is a priori (sec.6).

 As we have seen in the last section, (2) is also a priori ; and so is (3), for completely

analogous reasons.25,26 But let us turn to examples that are not a priori. Take, e.g.

                                                
25 Compare Jackson’s different attempt to account for the apriority of “I am here” (Jackson 2000, p.332). (That

sentence is essentially identical to (3), only that, in the former, “now” is implicit in the present tense.) Jackson first
tries to distinguish ordinary and what are usually called demonstrative uses of “here” (he mentions e.g. pointing at a
map). According to Jackson “I am here” is not a priori if “here” is used while pointing at a map, but it is if “the
conventions of the language and the context are such that ‘here’ picks out the location of the producer of the
sentence” (ibid.) Since, moreover “the role of ‘I’ in such a sentence is to pick out the producer of the sentence”,
according to Jackson, in the latter kind of context knowing the conventions of the language and of the context
suffices for knowing that the proposition expressed by the relevant utterance of the sentence is true, i.e. the sentence
(in the context) is a priori in Jackson’s sense. – I find this account objectionable for the following reasons. First
Jackson makes no attempt to analyse apriority of sentences in terms of the more basic notion of a priori  knowledge.
Second the account seems to entail that “I produce a sentence” is a priori, too. Third, even in a context without
pointing gestures it is not guaranteed by the conventions of language that “I am here” is true; at least I will argue
below it is not. Note that, according to Kaplanian semantics, the conventions of the ordinary use are not precisely
that “‘ here’ picks out the location of the producer of the sentence”. They are rather such that “here” picks out the
location parameter of the context. I will argue below (sec. 8) that this parameter does not always agree with the
location of the referent of “I” (at the time parameter of the context). Hence, “the conventions of language and of
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(5) I talk.

Kaplan says (5) is not a priori because (5) is not true in a context where the speaker is silent. My

account rests on the fact that not every competent speaker knows* that I talk. She may simply

believe that “I talk” does not apply to her situation. – (4) below is likewise not a priori.

(4) Hesperus is Phosphorus.

My explication correctly predicts it isn’t.

First notice that I don’t know(*) a priori that Hesperus is Phosphorus. Although I know(*) that Hesperus is

Phosphorus and know the meaning of (4), it is simply not true that every possible speaker who does not know(*) that

Hesperus is Phosphorus does not know the meaning of (4). In Kripke’s (1972) scenario, the inventor of the names

fails to know it, and it would be odd to say that, therefore, he is incompetent. Now, given my explication of the a

priori the following Lemma holds.

(Lemma 1)27 If x knows* that S and fails to know* it a priori although knowing the meaning of <S>,

then <S> is not a priori.

                                                                                                                                                     
context” do not guarantee that an utterance of “I am here” is true; and knowing them does not entail knowing that the
utterance is true, a fortiori.

26 It is an interesting question whether every example of a “Kaplanian” a priori may be dealt with by the same
techniques. The problem is that there are mixed cases like “Everything I do is something I actually do” that defy
treatment by the above two principles. (Thanks to Hans Kamp for this observation.) While it is an open question how
an informal account of the apriority of such cases would look like, the more theory-loaded implementation of this
account in the second part of the paper makes it possible to deal with them, too.

27 Lemma 1 may seem strange at first sight, given that we fail to know many mathematical truths that we
perfectly understand and that are often regarded as paradigm examples of the a priori. But notice that at least the first
occurrence of “know” in the last sentence cannot mean ideal rational knowledge, the kind of knowledge we are after,
so the apparent oddity dissolves.
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(If for x, knowing* that S does not supervene on knowing the meaning of S, it does not supervene for any other

possible y, simply because supervenience is not relativised at all.) This proves that it is not knowable* a priori that

Hesperus is Phosphorus, i.e. (4) is not a priori.

Now (4) was one of the cases that Kaplan wanted to be treated as being true in all contexts

but not a priori, i.e. a case where Kaplan thought his characterisation of the a priori did not

apply. We are better off than Kaplan; we can actually say where the difference lies. In the next

part we will do this in some (formal) detail. But we can already express this informally. The

difference lies in the very different demands speakers have to fulfil in order to count as

competent in the case of names on the one hand and indexicals on the other.

II The semantic conception and Kaplanian semantics

In this part I will deal with the relation between truth in every context and apriority. Let us

first briefly take stock of what we already know about this relation. Kaplan himself tried to

characterise a priori truth as truth in every context; at least he wanted to do so for his intended

range of applications, i.e. sentences without names or similar expressions. But outside this

intended range the two things do not coincide, witness example (4) above. Do they coincide

inside the intended range? I have already indicated that there are also reasons to doubt this:

arguably, even Kaplan’s paradigm examples (2) and (3) are not true in every context (for an

argument, see sec.8 below). At least, in this part we will undermine the main motivation for

saying that they are by showing that an account of their apriority is independent of the question

whether they are.
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So what is left from Kaplan’s characterisation is at most that truth in every context implies

apriority for Kaplan’s intended range of applications (but not vice versa). In this part I will try to

show that this is indeed the case, given we spell out apriority as in the first part. This amounts to

a partial justification of Kaplan’s characterisation. A specific theorem to that extent will be

proven in section 13. My overall aim in the sections before will be to provide a link between

Kaplanian semantics and epistemology, such that predictions about apriority (or rather,

predictions about apriority given properties of the relation of semantic competence) can be

evaluated in a precise way. For reasons of simplicity, I will treat knowledge in the following as

true belief, so it will suffice to find a connection between Kaplanian semantics and belief.

Unfortunately, no semantico-epistemical framework I know of is entirely adequate for this

purpose. Kaplan’s proposal (based on Perry 1977) was to identify meaning (character) and

cognitive significance. But this theory is inconsistent with the doctrine of direct reference we

have accepted here. If the character of names coincides with their reference, then “Hesperus” and

“Phosphorus” have identical characters, and so have “Hesperus = Hesperus” and

“Hesperus=Phosphorus”. But these two sentences (or thoughts) clearly differ in cognitive

significance.

The same applies to a popular proposal to define the truth-conditions of belief-ascriptions in

terms of characters (see e.g. Haas-Spohn (1995, ch.2) and Schlenker (2003)); according to such a

theory “A believes that S” is true if, and only if <S> is true in every context A might be in for all

she believes. Now, whatever this means precisely, it predicts that sentences with the same

character stand and fall together. But A might not believe that Hesperus is Phosphorus while still

thinking that Hesperus is Hesperus.28

                                                
28 For similar reasons, in later chapters of Haas-Spohn (1995), the author proposes to define belief not in terms

of character but in terms of what she calls “formal character”. (Formal character is, essentially, linguistic form.)
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Robert Stalnaker suggested another link between semantics and epistemology (cf. Stalnaker

1981, 1987). According to his theory, roughly, A believes that S if, and only if A thinks <S> and

in all of the worlds w A might be in for all she believes, the thought token in w that represents,

for A, A’s actual <S>-thought is true in w. The theory is in terms of Kaplanian semantics,

because the crucial notion of truth in a world is to be understood in Kaplanian terms; a token

thought in a world w is true in w, if and only if its character (in w) is true in the context defined

by the location of the token in w. Stalnaker’s theory is more promising than the abovementioned

ones because it allows to deal with the directly referentialist version of Frege’s problem (cf.

Stalnaker 87). His proposal will be especially important in the following. Nevertheless, as it

stands, the proposal is not suitable for our purpose. We are interested in belief in the sense of a

speaker’s ideal commitments; therefore, we should not presuppose that a subject actually has a

related thought (or any thought at all). Now this means that we have to get rid of the reference to

thought tokens.29 Furthermore, Stalnaker does not use the notion of semantic competence in his

account of belief; but of course this notion is of primary importance for our project of

characterising knowledge in virtue of competence. This means we have to add the notion of

competence to the picture.

In sec.12 I will give an account of belief ascriptions in virtue of semantic belief, which is a

suitable variant of Stalnaker’s approach. Now in order to defend my account I will show that it

validates the disquotational principles introduced in the first part, given a straightforward account

of semantic knowledge (sec.11) and a classical account of belief de re (sec.10). Sections 9 and 8

                                                
29 This step has important ramifications. Thought tokens play a crucial role in Stalnaker’s defence of the idea

that the object of belief is a set of possible worlds, see the debate between Lewis and Stalnaker about belief de se et
nunc (in Lewis (79) and Stalnaker (81)). Lewis argues that the object of belief is a set of possible individuals instead,
and, essentially, we will follow him here, cf. sec.9.
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are concerned with an introduction to the underlying notion of belief, and to Kaplanian

semantics, respectively.

8. Kaplanian semantics

According to Kaplan, the meanings of sentences are (sentential) characters, functions from

contexts to propositions, where propositions are understood as sets of worlds. Intuitively, for

every utterance of a sentence there is some context that is determined by the utterance, such that

the sentence has, in that context, exactly the content of the utterance. Formally, contexts are

quadruples of the form <a,t,p,w>, with a being some individual, t a time, p a place and w a world.

(Kaplan admits one might be forced to add further sequents.) If c is a context I will use cA to

denote the individual of the context, cT the time of the context, cP the place of the context, and cW

the world of the context.

The character of a sentence <S> in English is defined as a function |S| from the set of pairs of a

context and a world into the set {1,0} of truth-values.30 E.g., for arbitrary contexts c and worlds

w,

                                                
30 Kaplanian characters are total, they are defined for any arbitrary context/world-pair. This implies that S has a

content also in contexts c where S is not uttered (in cW by cA at cT), e.g. contexts in which something else is uttered or
contexts in which nothing is uttered. This feature is sometimes taken to discredit Kaplanian semantics. It is argued
then, that the value of |S| in the abovementioned contexts is completely arbitrary (see e.g. Zimmermann 1997). I
don’t think this is true. Neither do we need a strategy to extend the values of characters from those contexts in which
nothing is uttered to other contexts, as it is assumed, e.g., in Haas-Spohn (1995). The source of all these alleged
difficulties with “non-utterance” contexts is the mistaken identification of contexts with something else, e.g.
situations (Zimmermann) or possible individuals (Haas-Spohn). Contexts consist in the specification of contextual
parameters; contexts are not entities on their own right that may be taken to specify contextual parameters. E.g.
whether, in context c, “I” refers to Fritz, only depends on the value of the parameter cA, not on the question what
counterfactuals about cA hold in cW – This answer simply seems to replace one open question by the other; the
question what contexts are is replaced by the question what contextual parameters are. The answer for the latter
question is, in a nutshell, that ‘contextual parameter’ is a theoretical notion implicitly interpreted by semantic theory.
There’s much more to be said about this, but for reasons of space I have to refer the reader to a later occasion. –
Anyway, (non-arbitrarily treated) non-utterance contexts are necessary not only for the purposes of this paper, but
e.g. also for a proper account of linguistic meaning (cf. Kupffer 2001).
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|(1)|(c,w) = 1 if, and only if, cW = w31

|(2)|(c,w) = 1 if, and only if, cA exists in w

|(3)|(c,w) = 1 if, and only if, in to w, cA is located at cP at time cT

These definitions are equivalent to what Kaplan’s recursive semantics yields for (1)-(3).

Following Kaplan’s remarks in “Demonstratives” we will also assume that names are not

context-dependent, e.g., for arbitrary contexts c and worlds w,

|(4)|(c,w) = 1 if, and only if, Hesperus = Phosphorus.

(This implies that |(4)|(c,w) = 1 for all c and w.)

The following classification of sentences will prove useful later on. Let |S|(c) (the content of

<S> in c) be the set of worlds w such that |S|(c,w)=1. We will say that a sentence <S> is indexical

if, and only if there are contexts c and c’, such that |S|(c) ≠ |S|(c’). E.g. (1)-(3) are indexical, while

(4) is not. A sentence is called perspectival, if there are there are contexts c and c’ with cW= c’W,

such that |S|(c)≠ |S|(c’). E.g., (2) and (3) are perspectival, while (1) and (4) are not. Obviously, if

a sentence is perspectival, it is also indexical. A sentence is actuality-dependent if, and only if

there are contexts c and c’ with c’A=cA, c’T=cT, and c’P=cP, but nevertheless |S|(c)≠ |S|(c’). Again,

actuality-dependence implies indexicality.

Finally we come to Kaplan’s notion of apriority. Let us say a sentence is Kaplan-a priori if,

and only if it is true in every context. (Sentence <S> is true in a context c exactly if |S|(c,cW)= 1.)

                                                
31 We make the simplifying assumption that for every two different worlds there is some fact of the matter that

distinguishes them.
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Are (2)-(3) true in every context? They would be, if the following constraints on contexts c

proposed by Kaplan were correct.

(i) in cW, cA exists at cT

(ii) in cW, cA is located at cP at cT

These constraints are mistaken, however; and true negated utterances of (2) and (3) are

easily conceivable. E.g. suppose you always answer the phone when you’re present. So, without

much danger of issuing lies, you may leave the following message on your answer phone.

“Presently, I am not here. Please leave a message after the beep!” Every time this message is

played back to someone who calls, there is an utterance of the message, and indeed a true

utterance of the first sentence of the message. So there is a context in which the first sentence of

the message is true. But the first sentence is a negated variant of sentence (3), so (3) cannot be

true in every context. – For sentence (2) imagine a will that is read to the family by the deceased

himself on a video taped before his dead. The video begins with the following words. “Like in the

old days, the family has gathered in front of the TV. The difference is you need not restrain your

remarks about me this time. I don’t exist any more.”32

9. Belief

                                                
32 The first example is from Kaplan’s (1989) paper itself p.491, fn. 12; the second is based on an example I

learnt from Hans Kamp (p.c.) From Kaplan’s remarks in the footnote it is quite unclear how he wants to treat such
examples. He seems to stop short from adopting an ambiguity analysis mentioned there according to which there are
two “now”s, one referring to the time of utterance, another to the time of audition. In effect, this would imply adding
a time-of-audition parameter to contexts. The second example could be dealt with by treating the present tense in
quite the same way. While this would work it would mean to save the analysis by introducing an ad hoc ambiguity. –
Anyway, I think the motivation for the constraints is epistemological rather than semantic; they’re no longer needed
if one can achieve the epistemological effects of these constraints without having to adopt them. Much of this part is
devoted to showing that one can.
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In this section, I will briefly introduce the basics of the Hintikka semantics of belief in a

version close to Lewis (1979). The most important notion for our treatment of belief is the notion

of a doxastic alternative. d is a doxastic alternative, if, and only if it is a quadruple of a subject a,

a time t, a place p, and a world w and the following two constraints apply (as above, we will refer

to the various components of an alternative by dA, dT, dP, and dW, respectively).

 (i) in dW, dA exists at dT

(ii) in dW, dA is located at dP at dT
 .

Every arbitrary person can be assigned a subset of the set of doxastic alternatives, her belief

system. Intuitively, a doxastic alternative of a person is a location33 in time, space and logical

space that the person cannot rule out to be at (and an occupant of that location the person cannot

rule out to be), given her beliefs. Given this intuitive rationale, this time it seems justified to

adopt the above kind of constraints. 34

                                                
33 Alternatively, alternatives may be identified with ways individuals could be, possible individuals (see Lewis

1979) or situations individuals could be in.
34 That, formally, doxastic alternatives look exactly like contexts, has first been noticed by Arnim von Stechow

(see e.g. von Stechow 1984), and often since. Often this is also taken to imply that the notion of „truth in a doxastic
alternative“ makes sense and that the semantics of belief has to be put in these terms. I think this is at least a non
sequitur. That models for two different theories can be constructed out of the same domain of objects does not
automatically mean that the two theories connect. Real numbers can model real numbers as well as times. But this
still does not license saying that 2 is later than 1. In the present case, it is at least not clear whether there is a joint
understanding of the above n-tuples in semantics on the one hand, and epistemology on the other. If contexts are just
lists of contextual parameters, the notion of ‘truth in a context c’ becomes ‘truth, given we have fixed certain open
variables in way c’. Now, as I have argued in fn.30, we are forced to regard contexts as lists of contextual
parameters, because of the existence of examples like the ones discussed on p.27.(And there are other empirical
reasons for doing so.) So the function of contexts is to fix variables and this feature is essential for the notion of
‘truth in’ as we understand it as applied to contexts. Now above we have said doxastic alternatives are occupated
locations in space, time and logical space. But locations do not fix variables! This is why we cannot, in the same
sense as in “truth in a context”, talk of truth in an alternative. – This argument does not depend on our special
understanding of alternatives, (e.g. it is also odd to talk of truth in a possible individual). But it does depend on our
understanding of contexts. – On the other hand the situation is not as bad as in our mathematico-temporal example
since both contexts and alternatives determine the same stuff (individuals, times, places, and worlds), and determine
the same stuff understood the same way. Therefore, even if I am right that contexts and alternatives have to be
treated as different, it is completely legitimate to define notions like “the context determined by alternative d” as a
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A belief system explains (together with a system of preferences) a person’s dispositions to

act and form new beliefs. A belief system may largely consist in what we have above called

implicit beliefs. It is also well known that beliefs modelled in terms of belief systems are ideal

rational (“logical omniscient”) beliefs. Of course, belief systems play an important role in belief

ascriptions, although there appears to be no single uniform way to get from belief systems to

belief ascriptions (cf. Lewis 1986, pp.32-34). That is why we will consider only special cases

below.

10. Semantic beliefs

The first special case is semantic belief.35 Suppose you believe that sentence <S> has a

certain semantic property SP. We will understand this in terms of your having a certain (implicit)

belief about <S>, precisely a belief de re about <S>. According to the classical analysis of de re

beliefs (Kaplan 1969, Lewis 1979) your beliefs about <S> consist in what properties the

representatives of <S> have in your various alternatives. Representation, in turn, is spelled out in

terms of relations of acquaintance. To come back to our example of a semantic belief de re,

according to the classical analysis, A believes de re that <S> has SP exactly if there is a relation

of acquaintance R A bears to <S> (and to <S> alone) and for all of As doxastic alternatives d, (i)

there is a unique sentence dA is R-related to at dT in dW and (ii) the unique sentence dA is R-related

to at dT in dW has the property SP. E.g. if R is ‘x knows y and y is a sentence of the same form as

<S>’ we can say that A believes de re that <S> has SP if <S> is the only sentence of that form

                                                                                                                                                     
map of alternatives into contexts (due to the contingencies of our modelling this map simply is identity in our case,
but this is not necessarily so), we could even define “truth in alternative d” to mean exactly that. It is another
question whether the latter notion plays any important role in epistemology. Later on I will say it does, see my Rule
of Belief* on p.34. But it is the (intuitive validity of the) rule that justifies the use of the notion in question and not
the notion that justifies the rule.

35 The account of semantic belief in this section tries to spell out Stalnaker’s remarks about the relation
between Kaplanian semantics and epistemology in Stalnaker (1987).
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known to A and in all of As doxastic alternatives the unique sentence of the same form as <S>

known to the subject of that alternative has SP.

To simplify further let us assume in the following that for each sentence there is a fixed such

acquaintance relation R. Let <S>d be the unique R-representative of <S> in alternative d (if there

is none, <S>d is undefined). Then we can put the above scheme for semantic beliefs in the

following way.

A believes that <S> has SP if, and only if for any of A’s doxastic alternatives d,

(i) <S>d is defined, and (ii) <S>d has property SP.

In the remainder of this section I will discuss some applications of this general scheme to

specific examples of semantic properties. E.g., A believes that <S> has a certain meaning if, and

only if for all of A’s doxastic alternatives d, <S>d is defined and has the meaning in question. If

we want to express this in terms of Kaplanian semantics we may introduce the following piece of

notation. If <S> is a sentence, |S|d is defined to denote the character of <S>d in world dW.

Plausibly, |S|d is defined exactly if <S>d is defined. Then we can say that

A believes that <S> means χ if, and only if for any of A’s doxastic alternatives d, <S>d is

defined, and |S|d = χ .

To take another semantic notion that has been used in the first part; A believes that <S> is

true if, and only if for all of A’s doxastic alternatives d, <S>d is defined, and <S>d is true. Now

the truth of sentences is a notion that does not seem to fit easily into the background system of
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Kaplanian semantics. In this system sentences have truth-values only relative to contexts. But it is

entirely natural to predicate truth of the members of a certain class of sentences mentioned

above, viz. the class of non-perspectival sentences. We call them true (simpliciter) all the time;

therefore, even in the present framework, it should be possible to explicate truth as applied to

them. And it is. For our purposes it suffices if we enrich our language with the following

restricted truth-predicate. We will say that “<S> is true” is defined if, and only if <S> is a non-

perspectival sentence of our original language. If it is, then for arbitrary contexts c and worlds w,

|<S> is true|(c,w)=1 exactly if |S|(d, w)=1 for all contexts d with dW=w. If we apply our scheme

for semantic belief we get

A believes that <S> is true if, and only if for any of A’s doxastic alternatives d,

(i) <S>d is defined and non-perspectival, and

(ii) |S|d(c,dW)=1 for all contexts c with cW=dW.

Finally, what about “sentence <S> would apply to my situation”? To remind you, according

to our definition, <S> would apply to A’s situation if, and only if it holds that if A had uttered

<S> in her situation, the proposition expressed would have been actually true. Of course this is

also a semantic property, so we ought to be able to express it in the same form. Unfortunately, to

do so would be quite complicated, since the property is defined in terms of the actual truth of the

content of certain counterfactual utterances. For reasons of simplicity I will only consider a

special case, namely those sentences that are not actuality-dependent. For such a sentence, the

content expressed does not depend on the world of a context. Therefore, we can avoid reference

to a counterfactual context and the content of a counterfactual utterance can be computed in a
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suitable actual context that is just like the counterfactual context but for the world of the context.

E.g., if we want to know the content that had been expressed by <S> if A had uttered <S> in a

counterfactual context c, we can simply take the content <S> expresses in a context that is just

like c but for the choice of the actual world as its designated world. Likewise, if we want to know

whether the subject of a doxastic alternative d would have said something true if she had uttered

<S> in her situation, we can simply take the content expressed in that context we get when we

regard the parameters of d as contextual parameters. Therefore,

if A believes <S> to be actuality-independent, then

A believes that <S> would apply to her situation if, and only if for any of A’s doxastic

alternatives d, (i) <S>d is defined, and (ii) |S|d(d,dW)=1.

11. … and competence

Of course the believed semantic properties of <S> may differ considerably from those

semantic properties <S> actually has. We have seen in sec.2 that there are two ways in which

they may differ. In some cases the difference counts against being a competent user of <S>, in

other cases not. We get a dramatic example of the amount of variation that is sometimes allowed

if we assume the above kind of semantics for sentence (4) and take the standpoint of the inventor

of the name, prior to making empirical investigations about the possible identity of Hesperus and

Phosphorus. Suppose you mistakenly believe that “Hesperus” and “Phosphorus” refer to different

planets. At least then you are entitled to think that (4) is false, indeed that
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|(4)|(c,w) = 0 for all c and w.

We would still say that you are a competent user of (4) then, even though the character (4) you

believe (4) to have differs completely from the actual character of (4).

On the other hand sentences like (1)-(3) seem to impose very strict demands on what a

competent user may believe about them. Let us say a sentence <S> is demanding if, and only if it

holds that if x is a competent user of <S>, then for every doxastic alternative d of x, <S>d is

defined and |S|d=|S|; in other words, if no possible individual counts as a competent user of <S>

unless she believes the sentence to have exactly the meaning it actually has. We will assume that

(1)-(3) are indeed demanding.

12. From semantic belief to belief

In the last section I have dealt with semantic beliefs about sentences. But, as we have seen in

the discussion of the first part, beliefs about <S> often transform into beliefs that S. What I have

said there will now be captured in a formal way. Let me first provide a certain general rule for

this transition. The rule will be justified in terms of its applications.36 The rule will be in terms of

belief*, which relates to belief in a way completely analogous to how knowledge* relates to

knowledge (see sec.6 above). A belief* ascription is just like a belief-ascription only that the

ascriber takes the perspective of the subject of the attitude instead of her own. Above I have said

that it should be possible to define knowledge in terms of knowledge*, although I did not give
                                                

36 The rule is inspired by Robert Stalnaker’s use of diagonalisation, e.g. in Stalnaker (1981, 1987); there are a
few differences, though. First, I only intend to apply the rule to ascriptions in virtue of semantic knowledge, while
Stalnaker does not restrict the reach of diagonalisation in the same way. Indeed, second, Stalnaker’s semantics for
belief does not give the notion of semantic competence any prominent place. Third, Stalnaker’s crucial notion of a
token (thought) in a world is replaced by that of a doxastic alternative. This has often been proposed before, cf. in
von Stechow (1984), Haas-Spohn (1995), and Schlenker (2003); however, these proposals neglect Stalnaker’s
important insight that the variation of semantic beliefs is an important factor in a semantics of belief ascriptions.
Fourth, Stalnaker has a slightly different (non-perspectival) notion of a doxastic alternative.
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any such definition; but I pointed out that in some cases knowledge that S is directly implied by

knowledge* that S. Completely analogous things go for belief*: it should be possible to define

belief in terms of belief*, although I will not do it here in any detail37; and likewise, in some cases

belief that S is directly implied by belief* that S, as in the case of first-person ascriptions and

ascriptions in terms of non-perspectival sentences.

So here is, finally, the rule that provides the desired connection between semantic belief and

ordinary belief.

Rule of Belief*

A believes* that S if A knows the meaning of <S> and for any of A’s doxastic

alternatives d: <S>d is defined and |S|d(d,dW)=1.

Let us adopt a simplifying convention. Let us say that <S> is true in a doxastic alternative38

d exactly if |S|(d,dW)=1. Then the rule of belief* can be put in the following simple way. A

believes* that S if A is competent and <S> is represented to be true in every doxastic alternative

of A.

How can this rule be justified? Observe that, given the definitions in sec.10, the rule

validates the rule of Disquotation.

                                                
37 Roughly, B can say that A believes that S if A believes* a sentence that is equivalent to <S>, given the

change of perspective between A and B. This inspires the following tentative proposal. Let, for any context c, cw be
that context that differs from c only in that cw

 W=w. Provided <S> contains no de se pronouns, we can say that
|A believes that S|(c,w) = 1 if there is a sentence S*, such that 

|A believes* that S*|(c,w) = 1 (i.e. A believes* that S* in w)
and for every world v, |S|(cv) = |S*|(c*v), where c* is A’s context (<A, cT, A’s location, w>).

Of course, much more would have to be said about this proposal. For a recent full-fledged theory of indirect
discourse on the background of a different, although Kaplanian, semantics of belief, as well as for a good
introduction into the difficulties faced by any such theory, see Schlenker (2003).

38 But keep in mind this term is purely technical, see fn. 34.
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Let <S> be any non-perspectival sentence. Suppose A knows the meaning of <S> and believes that <S> is true.

Then, by the semantic rule for “believes that <S> is true” (p.31), for any of A’s doxastic alternatives d, (i) <S>d is

defined and non-perspectival, and (ii) |S|d(c,dW)=1 for all contexts c with cW=dW. But if <S>d is non-perspectival,

then |S|d(c,dW)= |S|d(c’,dW) for any c’ with cW= c’W. Therefore it holds for any of A’s doxastic alternatives d that

<S>d is defined and |S|d(d,dW)=1. But then, by the Rule of Belief*, A believes* that S. For non-perspectivals

belief* directly implies belief, hence A believes that S and Disquotation is valid.

It also validates Egocentric Disquotation, but so far only restricted to those <S> I believe to

be actuality-independent. (For reasons of simplicity, we did not spell out the key notion “would

apply to my situation” in its full generality, here.)

Suppose I believe <S> to be actuality-independent, I know the meaning of <S>, and I believe that <S> would

apply to my situation. Then, by the relevant semantic rule (p.32), for all of my doxastic alternatives d, (i) <S>d is

defined, and (ii) |S|d(d,dW)=1. But then, by the Rule of Belief*, I believe* that S. First-person belief* directly implies

belief, hence I believe that S and Egocentric Disquotation is valid.

I take these facts to provide sufficient justification for the Rule of Belief*.

13. Apriority

As a direct consequence of the definition of “demanding” and the Rule of Belief* we get the

following Lemma.

 (Lemma 2) If <S> is demanding, then for arbitrary x,

x believes* that S if x knows the meaning of <S> and

for all of x’s doxastic alternatives d: |S|(d,dW)=1.
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E.g. (1)-(3) are demanding and true in every doxastic alternative. Therefore they are

believed* by any arbitrary competent x.

Now let’s turn to those sentences that are Kaplan-a priori. It is a special case of Lemma 2

that for any x, if <S> is demanding and Kaplan-a priori and x knows the meaning of <S>, then x

believes* that S. If we apply the definition of apriority from sec.6 (and treat knowledge as true

belief), we can finally derive the following result.

(Result) If <S> is demanding and Kaplan-a priori, then <S> is a priori.

Now the range of intended applications of Kaplan-apriority consists of demanding sentences.

That is why one direction of Kaplan’s characterisation is correct, as far as it goes: truth in every

context implies apriority for Kaplan’s intended range of applications. And that’s what I promised

to show in this part.

14. Concluding remarks: Kaplan on competence

The present account was anticipated by Kaplan himself. In „Demonstratives“ he gives the

following informal characterisation of character. “Because character is what is set by linguistic

conventions, it is natural to think of it as meaning in the sense of what is known by the competent

language user”, Kaplan (1989), p.505. Now this remark can be understood in two ways. First it

can be taken to mean that if <S> means χ, then every competent language user knows that <S>

means χ. Second it can merely be taken to mean that linguistic competence may be understood in

terms of characters. If you opt for the first sense, then characters do not always play the role

Kaplan terms natural here, at least if Kaplan is right to think that names are not indexical. If the
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character of a name is equivalent to the referent and to know the character of a name means to

know that the name has the character it actually has, how could a speaker know the characters of

“Hesperus” and “Phosphorus” without knowing that they have the same referent? So perhaps it is

a preference for the first sense that makes him suggest that “proper names […] have no meaning

in the sense in which indexicals have meaning” p.506, fn.31.

However, other passages in Kaplan suggest that Kaplan is aware that “to know a meaning”

might be interpreted differently. Perhaps he is even aware that this might help for his

epistemological purposes. In the context of a discussion of the informativity of identity

statements he says “[t]he problem is that proper names do not seem to fit into the whole

semantical and epistemological scheme as I have developed it. It claimed that a competent

speaker knows the character of words. This suggests (even if it does not imply) that if two proper

names have the same character, the competent speaker knows that. But he doesn’t” (p.562f,

emphasis added by me). If knowing the character of “Hesperus” and “Phosphorus” does not

imply knowing that these words have the same character, then knowing the character of a name

does not imply knowing that the name has the character it actually has. Of course, in the above

quote, Kaplan is far from embracing such a position.

But such a weaker sense of knowing a meaning seems to be clearly required. Throughout

this paper I have used “to know the meaning of S” and “to be a competent user of S”

interchangeably. I think this is completely justified. In ordinary usage, we never mean more with

the first term than with the latter. Now, as I have argued above, competence with regard to the

names “Hesperus” and “Phosphorus” does not require knowing that “Hesperus=Phosphorus” is

true (at least at the early stage of their introduction). Therefore, the first, contentious sense of

“knowing the meaning” can’t be correct. The switch to the second sense was perhaps the most
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important ingredient in the present paper that was needed to maintain (i) that apriority could be

understood as knowability in virtue of knowledge of meaning, and (ii) that such an account might

be given in terms of, among other things, Kaplanian characters.

Kaplan’s proposal for a link between semantics and epistemology was to regard character as

cognitive significance; but this proposal failed for names and natural kind terms. The link

between the two fields I have offered instead, following Stalnaker, is semantic belief; it is that

agents have beliefs about which sentences to pair with which characters. The resulting theory

satisfies a desideratum Kaplan mentions at the end of his paper (p.563); it provides a “general

semantical and epistemological scheme comprehending both indexicals and proper names.”
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